Monaco Wallpaper

Savannah Hayes wallpapers offer modern, geometric patterns designed to enhance a variety of spaces. Printed on rich, clay-coated paper, each pattern is available in a range of colors from muted blue to dark steel gray. These wallpapers are sold by the double roll, each double roll is 27 inches wide by 10 yards long.

COLOR VARIANTS (SHOWN ABOVE)
Lago, Lavender, Sable, Smoke, Steel

SPECIFICATIONS + DIMENSIONS
Sold by the Double Roll  Each Double Roll is 27”Wide x 10 Yards Long
Repeat Size: 27”W x 21.5”H  Ground: Clay-Coated Paper
Match: Half Drop  Edges: Trimmed

FINISH OPTIONS
Inquire for custom ground options.

DESIGNER
Savannah Hayes

LEAD TIME
Approx. 4-6 Weeks

DESIGNED IN U.S.A.
Pittsburgh, PA

PRINTED IN U.S.A.